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Senate l-lopefuls Give Views
We must continue to press for
power in these important and
this doesn't work I feel crucial elements of the
Student Senate should bring university.
pressures to bear upon the
3 - Students are powerless
bookstore and encourage them in all instances concerning
to lower some of their rates university policy. However, the
on books and other items.
Student Senate may form
A also feel a better system investigating committees to
of checks and balances is investigate pertinent allegations.
4 - I plan to support all
needed, especially where money
is concerned, and to prevent BSU and UMAS legislation.
embezzlement of money. I Racism still pervades university
gladly would work with anyone employment practices. Many
in the Senate to help devise students, faculty, members, and
such a system. I feel it is administrators maintain racist
badly needed.
attitudes. Racism must be
· David. Rigsby
challenged and soundly defeated
In recent months, I have by all sectors of the university
watched with great scrutiny the (i.e. - physical plant workers),
5
I support the co·op
ASUNM
d th
actions of
an
e bookstore effort and would like
manifested feats of these
actions. 1 have made the to see a co-op foodstore near
following conclusions and campus supported by ASUNM.
statements of support:
6
There is no logical
1
As u N M nee d s reason for university "peace
re. 0 r g ani z at i 0 n. several ' officers" to wear. fir~ar;'Us while
'committees have proven on duty. I will rerntroduce
incapable of properly:·l":gislation calling for the
performing their present d1s~rmament of all campus
functions. Two committees that police.
Dave Smith
have failed grossly are the
ACTION. This word should
Popular Entertainment
Committee and the New describe the Senate of ASUNM,
Student Orientation Committee. but does it? I believe that
Many of the problems of these Senate hasn't begun to reach
committees stem from its full potential, and that it is
now time for it to show its
personnel problems.
2 - Students are relatively · power and what it's capable of
powerless in the academic, achieving.
The time for ACTION is
administrative, and development
phases of the university. Token now'
sitate should not only be a
representation on a few
committees has definitely failed. body of people who · assetnble
(Continued from page 5.)

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
WHERE: Journalism Dullding. Room
RATES: 7c pel" word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. U ad is to
159, afternoons preferably or mnil.
run five or more consecutive dnYs with
ClnBsified Advertising
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
umt P.O. Box 20
per word nnd the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in fuU prior to insertion of advcrUscment.

PERSONALS

STOP in and discover a friendly service
station with professionalism. New car
warranty service by masWr matntemmcc
procedures. Triple Gold Bond StnmiJS
commencing Dec. 16. Chuck Paul (UNM)
:ass't. manager. Ray's ENCO, Lomas and
W Mhington. 268-8403. 12/17
DEADLINE for inserting classified 3:30
p.m.-wDI go in next day's Lobo.
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN Is your
hen.dquarters fer groovy Leather Pants,
Fringe Jackets_. Fringe Vests, and
Fringe Handbags. 243-7009.
NEED A RIDE HOME for the Christmas
holidays 1 Find one with the Lobo Classified Ads.
SENIOR-Be sure to have your class pic·
ture taken for the Mirage, No chargethree poses, three prints. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call .277-5743 to
schedule.
THUNDERBIRD CONTRIDUTORS: You
may pick up all written material at the
T-hird office, rm. 158 Journalism building from now until Dec. 18th.
THUNDERBIRD ART CONTRIDUTORS:
You maY pick up all art work at rm.
205-B Journalism building from now
until Dec. 18th. Rm. 206-B is open 9
a.m. -4 p.m.
FEMALE ROOMATE wanted to share
apartment, $70 mo. Phone 243-1502.
12/16
TODAY'S BOUTIQUE with yesterd,.y's
care for guys and gals. Chameleon. 1820
Central SE. 12/16
DANCE, MIME, Sensitivit}f Training
classes.. :Begin anytime. 025 Wellesley
SE. 256-0141. 112/19

LOST & FOUND

2)

FOUND: Cute Chihuahua puppy on campus. Call 268-8380. 12/18

SERVICES

3)

BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
service in the lobby of the SUB for
your Jogt items:.
COLLEGE INN Barbershop: Styling, regular cutS, razor cuts, long hair welcome.
243-0003. 12/16
MONEY: lntcrested in making /!< saving?
Contact Jo Ann Sanchez 277-5354. 12/16
~'OUND: Cute Chihuahua puppy on cum·
pus. Cali 268-8380. 12/18

FORSALE

5)

1962 VOLKSWAGEN ~in verY good shnpe.
1604 Lend SE. Apt, A. 12/18
FIREWOOD for sale, UniVersity Students,
268·8089 or 243-4892, Arter 6:00 p.m.
LOTUS CORTINA. DOHC 4, dual wcbers,
rebuilt. engine nnd trnhamissjon 1 radio 1
heater. Dest offer. 344-7812.
,.:P

•

JOHN'S DEEP ROCK
SERVICE
501 Yale S.E.
(Just 5 blks. South
of Central)

fl41'#

Ask About Our 2¢ Dl~count
Pef Gallon
•

..

• .. . .

BLACK PI~RSIAN LAMB short cont. In
good condition. Inquire at 242-1667.
NEED EXTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY?
Sell It in the Lobo Classified Ads.

ONE PUREIJRED WHIPPET female
puppy with papers and shots. $45.00.
Call 265-6648.
TWO SPAULDING Pancho Gonzales tennis rackets: one strung with tournament
gut-$16.00: one strung with heavY duty
nylon-$7.00; also one small wooden art
case-$1.60. Call after 9 p.m. daily or
all day weekends 265-6548.
CHRISTMAS PUPPIE5-8 wks., healthy.
Female. Mixed breed. Will deliver Christmas day or earlier. $2.00. P.O. Dox 351,
Grants, New Mexico, 87020. 12/15
1965 TRIUMPH HAROLD 1200 convertible, $800. Call Donna 242-5839, 6·9
p.m. 12/16
PIANO: wed Baldwin Acrosonic; bench:
mahogany cabinet; superior tone.. 898·
3730. 12/16

*

1964 CHEVY CARRYALL, $1000; 1964
ton pickup. 4 speed, 8 cyUn..
Dodge,
der, $750, 877-3855. 12/16
SCIENTISTS-ENGINEERS: Books from
the JPL Library at Cal Tech. Casa
Grande Bookstore, 3110 Edith NE. 12/16
EICO 40 watt stereo nmp1ifier, new
guarantee, $94.00. 266·5211. 12/16
MORANTZ preamplifier, $160, Dynaco 120
amplifier $130-both like new, 298·0376
or 277-4447. 12/16
PUPPIEs-very mixed breed, but fat and
happy, $5 each to good homes. Call
242-8914 after 6 p.m.
FOR CHRISTMAS 1962 Fiat 1200 "Spy.
der.'' Great shape. $590. 266-6129. 12/16
12 WATT AMP, EICO AM/FM tuner,
Electro voice speaker, $60. 266-7238.
12/19
FIREWOOD FOR SALE, University students. 268·8089 or 243·4892 after 6
p,m. 6 p.m. 12/19

6)

EMPLOYMENT

FEMALE VOCALIST WANTED. Soul.
Steady job, good salary. Call 838-0742.

-INTERESTED

in saving and making
money? Call Gary Glllespie-243-0995.
1/14

CONSCIENTIOUS etudent. Short research
assignments for writer. P.O. Box 351,
Grants, New Mexico 87020. 12/15
NEED SHARP HOMEWORKERS who can
think and type. $1.50 Per hour plus
incentives. 296-6982, 12/15

CAN tJS:£.1 2 undergra.duatca 3 ev~nihgs
and Saturday $70.00 to stnrt. Call 242·
6364 Friday 3·5 only,

on Wednesday night and talk
about the issues concerning the
campus; they should also ACT
on these issues. Senate should
act with the interest of every
student; black or white, dorm
resident, Greek, or town
student; in mind.
The potentialities of Senate
are tremendous. I believe that
this body, along with the rest
of studen·t government, can and
will be a great factor in the
progress of our schooL Many
people have said that ASUNM
is dying. Some say that it is
already dead, I believe that the
time for the realization of its
potential is just beginning. It is
my hope that I may be elected
to Senate so that I might be a
part of this new beginning.
The time for ACTION is
now!

Lou Storm

12 members, three blacks, three
Mexican-Americans, three
Indians, and three whites,.
subsidized and advocated by
ASUNM to study and submit a
report of racial and minority ·
problems existing at UNM.
There should be more
emphasis placed upon public
affairs and there should be an
active high school recruitment
at UNM in the near future. ·
A system of checks and
balances, designed by senators,
of student senators to assure a
reasonable work output by the .
student senators. If a student
senator is not performing his
duties and working a reasonable
amount he should be removed
from Senate so as to streamline
and make the Senate more
efficient.
Student Senate should
investigate and make a stand
on the report submitted to the
legislature by Rep. O'Donnell.
At UNM I have worked for
Residence Halls council and am
presently assistant director of
the ASUNM Public Affairs
.Committee in charge of the
ASUNM Truth Squad, and I
am a student member of the
Campus Safety Committee
composed of faculty,
administrators, and students.

_.,. . .

Foreign Car
Specialists
Repair & Maintenance
· On All r=oreign Ccns

Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experiencr
Free Estimates,

265-.5901

.
333 Wyoming N.E.

definitely urge a numerically
proportionate sharing of the ·
expenses of mutual benefits to
both student organizations such
as KUNM, The Lobo, and the
Mirage.

The re;;ponsibility of every
member of student government
is to make clear where and
why tl)e representatives of the
student body stand. There has
been a ppwnic · shortage of
such information available to
the student body in general. It
is my supposition that every
memb!lr of student government
not only fulfill his obligation
to his constituents and his own
sense of duty by voting
on resolutions, but that he
e n t e r t h e a r e a of active
support in the form of his
own time and energy when so
motivated by the undercurrent
of student sentiment. I am
confident in myself that these
vital areas of concern to the
aware student will be instituted
if I am so positioned. I will
make available my stand and
my actions on issues and
attempt to inform students of
the voting position of other
members of student
government. The most
important issue voted on last
semester in terms of conflicting
political ideas rest with BYU.
An indicator as to where I
stand would have been my
vote against severence for the
time being, allowing time for
reform from within BYU itself,
that not being forthcoming I
would favor first trying to
separate BYU from the WAC
or finally UNM to disjoin itself
in face of opposition to these
proposals. I urge every student
to express himself at the polls
Wednesday and support the
· ideals I will attempt to apply
next semester if so endorsed.

W

Country Barn

Lobo Goof

Barn Burger Special

The Student Affairs
Committee did not defeat a
proposal that asked for
imtnedinte withdrawal of BYU
from the WAC and the
severance of UNM·BYU
relations.

largest Selection
*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Colo1'
*Spray Pdint
*Glitter•
*Brushes
Discount Prices
~

Every Monday 9 AM to 12 PM

Only

2Q,
IIIII 1 '-

Two Patties of Beef, lettuce, Tomatoes and Cheese
with a Special Country Barn Sauce

Eat in our large dining room or take it home
I

LANGELL'S

2400 Central SE Across From Campus

Across From Johnson G.ym

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

2510 Csntral

s.e:.

Santa's Everywhere
Santa Claus has become a
commodity.
Employment agencies
handle them by the hundreds.
A "santa" is enthroned in
practically every large store
and shopping center in
A.lbuq uerque, and there is
even a special agency here
which deals strictly in santas.
But
despite
this
commercialization, Santa is
still the same jolly old elf we
all know and love.
All of them (and they are
many) are instilled with the
spirit of Christmas and seem
to really enjoy their work.
The santa with the most
experience is probably Eddie
Edwards, the Winrock santa,·
who started 26 years ago
when he was in the service in
Germany. "I enjoyed doing
it," said Edwards, "and have
been doing it most every year
since."
·
The youngest is David
Zorba Bris, 19, working at
Wards. Though this is his first
year as Santa, he likes the
work, is "99 percent sincere

Jack Willyard

To be an effective member
of Student Senate, a candidate
must be 1) qualified and 2)
willing to take a stand on
issues.
What qualifications do I
have? My first year at UNM I
lived in Onate Hall, serving as
a member and secretary on
that dorm's Planning Board, as
Steve Terry
we II as being a Senate
Below are listed five areas
Assistant. This, my third year, of primary concern to me
I am again a Senate Assistant which I feel should be brought
and am presently serving as to the attention of you, the
Chairman of the High School students of UNM.
Recruitment Committee,
1 (A) The university
However, I feel it is the job I faculty handbook states that
held last year in ASUNM that (art. 1, Sect. 2, part 6), "The
best qualifies me to serve - I university faculty shall have the
was Legislative Counsel to the right of review and final action
Student Body President. My in regard to . . . regulations
duties required that I attend affecting student life and
every Senate meeting, know activities." I advocate the
and understand the ~issues at repeal of this statement thus
hand, and be informed about "putting ASUNM and the
the action going on within the faculty on a more equal basis.
Senate Standing Committees. I
(B) - In connection with
had to consider the issues this I strongly support the t:=RENT-Aobjectively, form an opinion, creation of an all university
$!.oo a day
Free Ddivory, Pick Up, And Service
and advise the President governance document. This
No Dcpoolt
regarding his position on these would more clearly define the
Lower Monthly Rate
issues.
positions of the students,
Buck's TV Rentals
When an issue comes up in faculty, and administration. In
208·4680
Senate, I am not afraid to relation to one another,
Color Availabtc
voice my opinion or initiate especially in times of crisis, but
action such as bills and also in the fundamental
GPEEDIURV
resolutions. I feel a Senator decision making process of !he
who is wishy-washy is cheating university. ·
~PHINTI/1/6
the students who elected him.
2 - A reorganization of the
I will search out the arguments Rally
Committee is
for Inc
on both sides of a question,
undoubtedly needed whereby
then make a decision regarding
Quickest
the cheerleaders and the
my stand and VOICE it.
Chaparrals are put under Rally
ond
Because of my experience
Committee and the Cheerleaders
and detailed knowledge from
Least Expensive
themselves are reorganized.
working so closely with Senate,
3 Bookstore prices are
Qualify Duplicating
and because I am not afraid to
ridiculously too high and
stand up and be heard, I feel I
of
refunds are much too low. The
would be an efficient, effective feasibility of ASUNM
ManU$Crlp15, Form!, Leiters, Elc.
Senator. Your vote for Lou
participation and financing of a
Storm Wednesday would be
university co-op bookstore
greatly appreciated.
should be studied at length.
"The Fastest Press in the West"
4
ASUNM contributes
Sam Taggard
approximately one third of the
An attempt should be made total intramural budget. I
1 03 Dartmouth, S.E.
to bring greeks, dorm residents advocate a much closer
or
and off-campus students supervision of exactly how and
See Your Phone Book
·together via a committee of 12 where the ASUNM in~
for
intramural
allocation
is
utilized.
students, composed of four
5 - As the present ASUNM
students from the three
The Nearest Location
respective groups. These treasurer I have worked very
members should be appointed closely with the graduate
student association in order to
Free Pickup & Delivery
' by the president.
.
provide at least a financial link
Non-credit for :ROTC course
On Jobs Over $20.00
between GSA and ASUNM. I
offered at UNM. This is not to
say removal of ROTC from
UNM but to follow the
previous examples set by other
universities around the country.
A committee composed of

·-

Welcome Lobos
For All Your Car
Care Needs
Visit

1
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about the job," and plans to
do it again next year.
One santa even writes
poetry on the side. Also a
professional student, Keith
Christiansen, the Fedway
santa, ... said he likes the job
''because it gives me the
opportunity to be honest with
children at least once a year."
Christiansen, like all the
other santas, needs no
padding to fill out his suit.
"It's me," he said, patting his
stomach, "all 265 pounds."
Brendan Carmody, the
Coronado Center santa, really
takes his job to heart.
Carmody, a UNM education
major, encountered so many
poor children that this year
he initiated the formation of
a Christmas Club to collect
food, clothing, and toys for
these children and their
families. The club is
sponsored by the Omega Phi
Alpha fraternity, and those
wishing to make contributions
may call Byrne House at U
of A.
Carmody has encountered

some tlxtreme cases of riches
and poverty in his work.
One of the busiest santas,
Carmody averages about a
hundred kids an hout• during
peak periods, and anticipates
listening to possibly 10,000 to
15,000 before Christmas.
The santa profession also
holds hazards other than
emotional involvement, One
problem common to all santas
is that of wet laps. This is
quite understandable,
'considering the excitement of
the child in a face to face
encounter with Santa Claus.
Bill Roller, Winrock
promotion director, recalls an ..
incident which occurred a few
years ago in southern New
Mexico.
The man who had been
hired to portray Santa in the
Christmas parade showed up
for the event very late and
very drunk. It was too late
to get a replacement, so the
parade director was forced to
tie the man to the float, and
pray that no·one would notice
his condition.

'·
\
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Nixon Announces
Additional Pullout
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Nixon told the American
people Monday he will withdraw at least 50,000 additional U.S.
combat troGps from Vietnam by April 15 to demonstrate his
willingness to "take risks for peace."
In a report to the nation, the President frankly acknowledged
that the Paris peace talks with the Communists have made "no
progress whatever" and that enemy infiltration into South
Vietnam has stepped up substantially in recent weeks.
But he said the program to turn the fighting over to South
Vietnamese troops in showing encouraging progress and on this
basis he had ordered a ceiling of 50,000 less American combat
troops by mid-April.
After announcing the 50,000 . troop ceiling reduction, the
President said: "There are some who believe that to continue our
withdrawals at a time when enemy infiltration is increasing is a
risk we should not take. However, I have consistently said that
we must take risks for peace."
The President said that the new withdrawal would mean that
the American military combat commitment in the war would
have been reduced by 115,500 men on April 15 compared to the
number there on Jan. 20 when he took office.
On his inauguration, the authorized troop ceiling under the
Johnson administration was 549,000 men and the actual troop
strength was 542,500.

Campus Groups
Announce Endorsees
The Residence Halls,
Panhellenic, and Interfraternity
Councils and ASUNM
President Ron Curry ha;e
announced their endorsements
of candidates in tomorrow's
Senate election.
The Lobo's endorsements
of candidates appears on page
two of today's paper.
A slate of 16 candidates is
listed for the election which
will fill 10 Senate vacancies.
None o£ the candidates is an
incumbent senator.
The 16 candidates who are
running, listed in alphabetical
order, are: Pat Boatwright,
Cameron Carreras, Gay Cook,
Leonard DeLayo, Donna
Hammonds, Scott Key, Jean
Kurtis, and Jeanelle
Livingston.
Also, Frank Margarella,
Kevin 0 'Corlner, David
Rigsby,. David Smith, Lou
Storm, Samuel Taggard, Steve
'Terry, and Jack Willyard.
Of the 16 candidates,
Residence Halls Council
( RHC) and Curry e1'!dorsed
! eight for election to the
, Senate, while Panhellenic and

Interfraternity (IFC) Councils
jointly endorsed a full slate
of 10.
RHC endorsements are:
Carreras, Miss Cook, DeLayo,
Miss Hammonds, Key, Rigsby,
Taggard, and Terry.
IFC·Panhellenic
endorsements are: Miss
Boatwright, Carreras, Miss
Cook, DeLayo, Miss
Hammonds, Miss Kurtis,
Margerella, Smith, Storm, and
Terry.
Curry's endorsements are:
Carreras, Miss Cook, DeLayo,
Miss Hammonds, Rigsby,
Storm, Taggard, and Terry.
Balloting in the election
will be from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. with the winners
announced as shortly after 5
p.m. as possible.
Voting machines will be set
up in the Union, Hokona and
Coronado dormitories, the
fraternity-sorority house area,
and in the engineering
building complex.
'
All ASUNM members are
eligible to vote. Students must
present their ID cards at the
polling places.

.,

i~1i;<.
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"Safety Policy"

Athletic Council member Leonard Napolitano yester:&y
said the demonstration clearance policy was formulated for
the safety of all concerned.

Athletic Council's 'Clearance Rule'

AAUP Asks Policy Cia rification
A motion to "seek clarification"
of the recent UNM Athletic Council
policy seeking pre-game approval of
any demonstrations planned in the
arena was passed by members of the
UNM Chapter of the American
Association of University Professors
(AAUP) yesterday.
The motion, passed by general
consent, authorized AAUP chapter
president James ThoiSon to ''seek an
interpretation and clarification" of
the Athletic Council's . policy.
Passed Policy
Two weeks ago the Council,
composed o.f faculty and
administrators, passed a policy
statement requiring "clearance" of
any planned demonstration in the
UNM Arena 48 hours prior to
game time.
· "The word clearance was given
many interpretations. That is why
many people got upset," said
'l'horson.

Athletic Council member, Leonard
Napolitano said the policy was
formulated to insure the "safety of
all concerned" during any
demonstration.
Arena Geography
"The geography of the Arena was
considered because we have ""'a
potentially dangerous situation," he
said.
Discussion of . the demonstration
policy came after the 12 persons
attending the meeting heard a letter
from George Day of . the University
of Wyoming College of Arts and
Sciences soliciting support for their
opposition to Coach Lloyd Eaton's
dismissal of 14 black athletes from
the football squad.
The Wyoming group had passed a
resolution "condemning" Eaton's
actions, and calling for "redress of
(their) grievances.''.
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Editot•ial

Board Endorses Seven
After interviewing 14 Senate
.ico.andidates, The Lobo editorial board
wishes to endorse Sam Taggard, David
Rigsby, Jack Willyard, Cameron Carreras,
Leonard Delayo, Gay Cook, and Steve
Terry.
We based our endorsements on the
candidates' answers to seven questions,
(1) why are you running for Senate, and
why do you think you could make the
Senate better than it is, (2) what is
your view of current efforts to
restructure university governance and to
write an all-University constitution, (3)
how do you feel about UNM's continued
association with Brigham Young
University and what do you feel is the
issue at stake in the BYU controversy,
(4) what, in your view, is the basis of
•ty~ current conflict between Physical
Plant employees and the University
administration, (5)what is the basis of
the suit now under consideration in
Student Court involving Sam · Johnson

To The Editor:
. ...... Parking Suggestions
To the Editor:
As a member of the
'privileged' parking group, the
faculty, I personally do not
mind the occasion when
students park in the faculty
and staff lots provided they
take the consequences or play
a probability game with the
campus police. I do take
objection to students parking in
faculty lots when they block
egress and prevent my car from
being able to back out of an
authorized position. I do wish
to urge all those who park on
campus to obey reasonable
standards of behavior and not
park in such a position so as
to block the exit of cars
·__ »,!ready parked. Thanks for
bringing this matter to the
attention of the University
community,
Prof. Kenneth E. Cox

'

and the UNM cheerleaders, (6) how do
you feel about University involvement in
a political controversy, such as the
Vietnam War, and specifically i:ts
involvement in Vietnam Moratorium
activities, and (7) what is your biggest
complaint about the current Student
Senate and student government in
general.
The questions were designed primarily
to determine if the candidates had
bothered to keep abreast of current
campus issues and to hear their views on
courses of action they deemed
appropriate on each of these issues.
All of those we endorsed appeared
well-informed on the campus issues we
discussed and all seemed committed to
building an action-oriented Senate.
We endorse Taggard, Rigsby, Willyard,
Carreras, Delayo, Cook and Terry with
hopes that their campaign promises and
expressed objectives extend beyond
election day.

"discovery" that the food was
inspected, and that many food
policy exemptions had been
made in the past.
There will be no food sale
Wednesday~ Dec. 17. Sales will
begin after Christmas vacation,
Thank you.
Student Organizing Committee

Letters are welcome, and should
be no longer than 250 words tnlewritten, double spaced. Name, telephone number and addr""• mast be
included, although name will be
withheld upon requeot.

transcript.
This notion seems so reasonable
to me that I cannot believe it has
never been considered. Would
someone write in and tell me what
the objections to it are?
Charles Coombs

Mere Mortals

The Tangled Wire

WORLD NEWS

The U.S. Information Agency is spending $20,000 of your
money on a ten-minute propaganda film about Spiro. . .
The House has approved Nixon's proposal to trade the
1965 voting rights act's emphasis on the South for broader
and less strict voting safeguards throughout the nation. According to NAACP's Clarence Mitchell: "It amounts to voting to lynch the Negro at the polls. The Administration is
selling us out to get the segregationist vote in the South."
Seems likely. . . .
If Nixon keeps pulling drops out of the Vietnam bucket
at his present rate (1800 per week since he took office), we
will be out of Vietnam in early February, 1975, ..
Douglas is defending the First Amendment, but Eisenhower is now attacking the Second (Right to Keep and Bear
Arms). See World News, pages 3 and 6.
Curfew Enforcement
Mayor Daley says no one can enforce the curfew in Black
neighborhoods called by members of the community , . .
.Bet he won't dare go in after six, though , . .
I object to laws taking guns away from Americans-after
all, what if we're invaded by Cuba?
In the Chicago Circus, the shape of the police riot put on
by the Chicago FLD is beginning to take shape-all those
professionals (doctors, professors, etc.) who march against
the war are now taking the stand . . . and Mr. Magoo threw
one of the defense lawyers out of court-Stewart Ball,
nephew of George Ball, former assistant secretary of state
and ambassador to the United Nations, , .
Rule by Law and Order
Attorney Mel Friedman, at an Attorney General-sponsored workshop in Austin: "Obscenity laws today are almost
unenforceable. The best that you can do is raise hell and put
some of 'em out of business for a while." That's a crime
known as barratry, Folks. . .
Abe Fortas says Spiro's ravings generated fears that the
government may retaliate when the press criticizes U.S.
Officials-'twould seem that the government licenses the
television stations that the newspapers own. . .
The student strike in Crystsal City, Texas, is spreading to
the junior high schools and elementary grades . . . School
Super John Billings says "I would say 40 percent of the students are out of the entire district." He doesn't know why,
though-you'd think he'd be able to read the signs in front
of the school telling him: the Mexican-American students
want to be alio'\f'ed to sp-eak Spanish during recess. . .
·The Senate has told the Pentagon they can't spend their
$69.3 billion to put troops in Laos and Thailand-a few
bombs, maybe, or fighter planes, or support agencies, but no
infantry.
Organized Crime
Officials are falling like flies in New Jersey, as the Attorney General begins his strike against organized crime in
that state ... Jersey's not the only place run by bandits. . .
In Crystal City, administrators asked for a conference
with parents, but the students said they were running the
show. The parents haven't called, either. . .
In Austin, attorneys for Pvt. Richard Chase have filed suit
:in Federal District court asking for an injunction to prevent
the court martial of Chase for refusing to participate in riot
control training. The suit also seeks to force the Army to
release Chase from the stockade and asks the court to order
the army to stop beating Chase. . .

Fl RST AMENDMENT
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Supreme Court Justice William
0. Douglas denied Monday
what he described as frequent
charges that "I relish
'obscenity.' "
Douglas has consistently
dissented from opinions which
allow any degree of censorship
of literature or motion pictures.
He gave his views in
connection with a court order
temporarily allowing a
continued ban in Boston of the
film "I Am Curious (Yellow).''
"I have dissented before and
now because I think tlie first
Amendment bars all kinds of
censorship," Douglas said. "To
impose a regime of censors
requires in my view a
constitutional amendment."
'"I'hat doesn't mean that
'obscenity' is good or that it
should · be encouraged. It only
means that we cannot be
faithful to our constitutional
mandate and allow any form
or shadow of censorship over
speech and press."
He added: "When our
rewards go to people for
thinking alike, it .is no surprise
that we become frightened at
those who take exception to
the current consensus.
"Then the hue and cry go
up for censors; and that is the
start of an ominous trend.
"What can be done to
literature under the banner of
'obscenity' can be done to
other parts of the spectrum of
ideas when party of
majoritarian demands mount
and propagandists start
disclaiming the law."

•

MORE FIRST
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
U.S. Supreme Court agreed
Monday to review the Texas
conviction of a former college
student from Houston who
wore parts of an Army
uniform during a two-hour
antiwar protest two years ago.
The court will schedule
arguments this term and follow
with a written opinion the
appeal of Daniel Jay Sch!lcht,
24, arrested after a
demonstration Dec. 4, 1967,
outside the armed forces
induction center in Houston.
Schacht, a former Rice
University student, electrician
and draftsman, wore an Army
officer's fur cap with the
insignia upside down, an Army
green enlisted man's blouse
with a U.S. Army Europe
patch on the left shoulder and
"current authorized buttons."
He was convicted Feb. 29,
1968, in Houston district court
fined $250 and sentenced to
six months in jail for
unlawfully wearing a military
uniform. Jarrett Vandorn Smith,
25, a University of Houston
student, also was fined and
given a six·month suspended

Lobo Review

Lions, Shrews Show Well
In Old Town Studio Play

.

.

sentence in the downtown
demonstration.
They took part in a skit
about the Vietnam War, during
which Schacht, dressed as an
American soldier, symbolically
shot a Viet Cong.
The 5th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals in New Orleans
upheld the conviction and
sentence May 14, 1969,
dismissing Schacht's arguments
that his wearing of an Army
uniform was protected by the
1st Amendment's guarantee of
free speech.
Schacht's attorneys
contended that criticism or
derision of the armed forces or
any institution of government,
was clearly protected speech.
They claimed the protection
offered a civilian-dressed critic
could not be dissolved by his
speaking the same words
dressed "in an army uniform
during a play."

SECOND AMENDMENT
BALTIMORE (UPI) Dr.
Milton S. Eisenhower said
Monday only a limited number
of Americans need pistols and
the rest should be forbidden to
have them.
"The day i:. coming - it
ought to be here today, but it
isn't - when we are going to
have a system of restrictive
licensing so that those guns
must be taken away from
everyone except those who
need them," the brother of
President Dwight D. Eisenhower
said.
Fewer The Better
Eisenhower said the states
should decide what public
officials and private citizens
should be allowed to own
handguns, but the fewer the
better.
"You have to leave it up to
the states. They have the
police power. I would expect
that policemen, bank guards,
armored truck drivers and
guards and perhaps a few
businesses would be allowed
handguns. I would hop;) thev
(the states) wouldn't go too
far, however," he said.
"I'm not too worried about
long guns," Eisenhower said.
''Shotguns and rifles are used
by sportsmen who are very
fond of those guns and know
how to take care of them and
how to use them. They are
not a serious problem in
violent crime. But the handgun
is a very different matter.
Imported Guns
"Practically none of them is
a sports gun," he said. "The
only purpose is to kill. We
have nearly 25 million in the
United States, mostly imported
from abroad and very cheap.
Anybody can buy one.''
Restricting handgun
ownership "will greatly reduce
violence for several reasons," he
said.

Country Barn
Special

Every Tues. 9 AM-12 PM
Deep Fried
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Only 25¢
Eat in 'our large dining room or take it home
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N M Poll ution Laws Unfested
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To the Editor:
El Papel has done the comExplain Objections
munity a real service by publishTo the Editor:
ing the salaries of UNM custoMr. MacGregor points out two dians and administrators, and an
major failings of the credit-no equally great disservice by attachcredit grading option now being ing to those figures an irresponsioffered to students: The first is ble series of interpretations. It
the "real problem in finding a does not require much mathematBy STEPHEN M. PART
reaction was she isn't puny but
way to indicate the student has ical sophistication to perceive that
Over the past several years
she sure looks shrewish.
not received credit • . . Without their use of statistics is naive, if Old Town Studio has put on
Androcles was a true disciple
being prejudicial to him"; the not purposely misleading. Let us some excellent plays-the best . of Christ if he could keep
second, that. ", • • schools and assume that Mr. Childers resigns of the avant garde, interesting
from beating her.
·
employers do not know what to tomorrow and no one is hired to new approaches to more classic
Christopher Davis is again
do with a credit grade."
replace him.
pieces, good acting, good
cast in a part that requires
I think both objections could be
Should we then be treated to direction, and passable. sets. But mouthing of dogma-he was
answered by modifying the present the spectacle of an "Anglo" move- lately productions have been last seen as the lay brother in
system to eliminate its prejudicial ment (led, perhaps, by Mr. Car- spotty. With Shaw's "Androcles "Tiny Alice." This time he is a
aspects. An F, after all, means rnignani) protesting. the higher and the Lion" Old Town
military man, and again shows
Food Sales
the student learned nothing in the wages ($3725 to $3681.60) paid returns to its former jtigh the senselessness in following
To the Editor:
course; why not simply Wipe out their Chicano co-workers? That standards.
"a line" as being "The line."
The Student Organizing the record of his enrollment in it? would seem just 'a bit divisive.
David McKelvy must have
Parnela Harling seerns . to
Committee would like to A-D allows credit for work that
As for the gratuitous slur been borrowed from overact her Christianity, I had
announce that the Union fails to qualify a student for more against Professor Ulibarri' (who MGM-good god what a great the feeling that the lion would
Board, on Thursday Dec. 11, advanced work·in a field; why not is alive and well itt Albuquerque, lion he is. He must look
have gotten indfgestion had the
· ·. voted unanirnously to approve let such a student elect to take and could earn a good deal more 1i o nish . even wi.thout his Romans thrown her to him.
· SOC Physical Plant food sales. the D for whatever it's worth. or by leaving the land of his people) : whiskery make-up, Micftael
With
the wave of
The
votes
included take an F and eliminate the rec- one can only admire the quaint McClure would bow to Lion suppression foreshadowed by
.Vice-President Lavender and ord? The other grades would be notion that a full professor mak- David in admiration.
Agnew's most recent speeches,
·-union Director Krbec, both of left to distinguish between excel- ing $14,150 has sold out, and El
Geno .Silva does a nice job GBS's P·lay is particularly
whom had recently condemned lence and mediocrity as they are Papel's serene confidence tha~ as the animal·loving Greek noteworthy. And with Director
..; the sales.
now, and teachers would be free Ecuador has nothing to do with oorcerer turned Christian.
Bruce Hawkinson's
The new attitude wa11 to evaluate students without fear New Mexico. ...,. , .. Th. . . .
Amy Bunting · plays Andy's contempori:i:ing of the 1912
, .uaVId omJIE!Oil •wife the shrew. My only .play, It is a must see,
probably motivated , by their of punishing them via the college _,..
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Control Board Lacks Power

The effectiveness of New
Mexico's Water Quality Control
Commission has yet to be
demonstrated, the latest
"Natural Resources Journal"
comments.
I.n a commentary by
Gre~ory Pease the Journal says
that since there is l;ttle water
in New Mexico not covered by
federal interstate pollution
standards, the commission has
not yet been called upon to
uphold its pollution control
powers under the Federal Water
Quality Act of 1965.
The Journal is a quarterly
publicatiorl by the UNM School
of Law. Pease is a third·year
law student at UNM School of
Law.
The artick reviews the six
parts of the New Mexico
Quality Control Commission
and the separate functions of
each department. Pease points
out that such fragmentation
makes the commission less
susceptible to political
manipulation and, since New
Mexico lacks now both water
and indus try, Pease says this
arrangement saves the state
needless expense.
"The Commission has done
everything positive that it is
either enpowered or required to
do. It has set federally
approved stream standards
which constitute an overall
oollutie>n control program for
interstate streams,'' Pease
writes. He adds that such
standards are reasonably
stringent.

After reviewing various
contingencies in pollution
control which might face the
Commission in the future,
Pease notes the provision
allowing variances in special
cases from the Commission's
regulations is the most
problematic element in the
present program. Such variance
is allowed under an agreement
between the Secretary of
Interior under former President
Lyndon Johnson and New
Mexico. "To allow a variance,
however, is to allow a
compromise
of the
Commission's regulations, which
are presumably based on
existing stream conditions,"
Pease says. "Since there are no,
present violations of the

regulations, variance requests
must come from new or
expanding industries.''
The commentary points out
that only hardship on the
proposed industry is considered
when variance from established
regulations is asked.

Pledges Initiate
Blood Donations
More than 20 pints of blood
have been contributed by UNM
students to help John Pena,
20-year·old victim of a serious
automobile accident who is a
patient at Bernalillo County
Medical Center.
The project was initiated by
fall semester pledges of Delta
Sigma Pi, professional business
fraternity at UNM, who were
assisted by Richard A. Jurgens,
district director of Blood
Services of New Mexico.
Pledge class vice president
William J. Moye said 100
percent participation was
obtained !lmong pledges.

All You Can Eat 69c
Tuesday & Wednesday
All the Buttermilk Pancakes
You Can Eat 69c
!>~
I 0 a.m. until closing

VOTE
PAT BOATWRIGHT
For Responsibility
In Senate

8810 Central SE

Tuesday, December 16, 1969
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Student Travel Group Closes Down

"'UCSD Proposes "Third College"
Answers Black, Chicano Needs
"Solution of these grave
SAN DIEGO (CPS) Among the most ambitious ;problems requires the education
responses to demands from of citizens who will adopt
black and chicano students that them as their primary goals,
education be made more will learn to analyze them
l<elevant to their needs is the objectively and will acquire the
proposed "Third College" at technical competence to cope
the University of California at with them. This is the
educational aim of Third
San Diego (UCSD).
College.
Scheduled to open next fall
Perhaps even more significant
with 150 students, Third
College will join the other two than the goals of the college
semi-autonomous colleges, Muir are the means the academic
,..:'r>d Revelle, that presently plan outlines to obtain them.
make up UCSD, Structurally
Three basic proposals form
patterned after British
universities, UCSD will the heart of the Third College
eventually consist of 12 such Plan which is seen as
semi-autonomous units. The challenging the substance and
thought behind the University's form of today's higher
structure is it combines the education. First the college
resources of a large university de-emphasizes the traditional
with the advantages of a small departmental major, stressing
instead an interdisciplinary
college.
approach. Third College
The proposed Third College students will sample mixtures
Academic Plan, which must still of history, philosophy,
be approved by the UCSD economics, and sociology in
Academic Senate and the courses dealing with Third
University of California Board World Studies, Urban and Rural
and
of Regents, attempts to create Development,
a college aimed at meeting the Communication Arts.
needs of black and brown
Secondly, Third College will
s;.udents. The section of the 30
p,:>ge proposal that outlines the actively recruit minority group
·t:~·cational philosophy and students. Fundamental to this
goals of the proposed college recruitment. program will be a
asserts "our society is in the counseling program run by
process of a moral, social and students already in Third
technological revolution. Youth College. 'Coupled with thi.~
feels alienated from prevailing recruitment policy will be a
institutions and concepts. variation in the University of
Ethnic minorities are separated California's admission policies
from the mainstream of society for Third College.
by frigntening social and
Students would be rt:quired
economic barriers."

•

IS
· · TRIS'l
your bag

Right now, however, almost
everyone is optimistic that the
Third College academic plan
will become reality. Chances
for ultimate approval by the
Board of Regents at this point
look fairly good, and most
observers feel that Governor
Ronald R~agan would block
the plan only if there were
some kind of violent
confrontation as was the case
last year at San Francisco State
College.

the
PRISM
2041 u"'· Plaza

~
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You're not alone! More than 3500 others have
searched asking the same question . . . "is
this my bag?"

More than 3500 Franciscan priests and brothers are in far-flung missions around the world,
others are conducting parishes or teaching in
schools or universities; others are in home
mission territories.
They have one thing in common .•. they're
all telling it like it is!
IS THIS YOUR BAG!
If you'd like to find out, fill in this coupon for
more information.
Franciscan Vocation Office
Post Office Box 1983
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

'
would like to find out whether or not the Franciscan

I
priesthood or brotherhood is "my bag."
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when NSA directors began
looking for a more efficient
means of making the services
program support its social
political, and local campus
activities, according to Miss
Watkins. It was decided that
NSA would split into two
divisions with the new NSTA
feeding profits into NSA
through a combination of
tax-free and tax-deductable
arrangements. In other words,
NSTA kept its own books, but
seeded a profit back into NSA.
Three NSA officers,
including President Charles

Palmer, sat on the national
supervisory board of NSTA.
During last summer's NSA
Congress in El Paso, Texas,
NSA officials expressed hope
the services division, including
the travel service, would make
enough money to heal the
organization's already serious
financial ills.
The bankruptcy petition will
not affect any NSA service
programs, according to NSTA
Director Steve Corker. The
travel program will be turned
over to the National Academic
Services ( N AS) Corporation

APS Proposes New Educational Program

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Hermano, by Sam Smith,
UNM faculty member is on
display in Popejoy Hall as
part of the Faculty Art
Show. The sculpture is dated
1969.

Hermano

Assistant Professor

Studies NM Politics
Phillip Wolf, assistant
professor of political science at
UNM, is nearing completion of
a six-year study of New
Mexicans' political opinions.
Wolf will spend part of a
spring semester sabbatical
continuing the study which
tentatively is planned to be
published as a book titled
"Political Opinion in New
Mexico."
The study has included
measurement of opm10n,
analysis of election results, and
a look at how different regions
of the state react to different
issues, such as this year's
?roposal to adopt a new state
constitution.
Students in Wolf's political
science classes have contributed
to the study, During tho past
four years, they have studied

Git--,.!;O~l~d~T~o~w~n::;::::=-J counties,
legislative election results by
starting with the 1950

'

handle ·NSA's travel programs
and was a source of income
for the student association.
Student Travel Magazine
Editor Ann Watkins has
charged the primary reason for
the demise of NSTA was
''inefficiency in its operation.
Run in a haphazard manner
characteristic of its parent
organization , . . NS'rA reacheq
the point at which nearly all
'lf its travel-connected
transaction · entailed some kind
of loss."
Look for Change
NSTA was formed in 1968

To Improve Educators of Training Teachers

These two points and the
fact students will have a very
significant say in the running
of Third College have been the
primary factors of contention
between minority students and
the Administration as the plan
has been drawn up. Chancellor
William McGill acknowledges
that some kind of changes in
admissions policies are needed,
but is skeptical about those
outlined in the proposal. Some
more academically inclined
members of the UCSD
Academic Senate are also likely
to question the wisdom of the
College's admissions proposals,
fearing that UCSD's widely
regarded academic standards
will fall.

Perhaps you've never given much thought to
WHAT "your bag" really is!

Yet, after "leveling" with themselves they discovered that they were "up tight" and wanted
to follow in the steps of St. Francis of Assisi
who more than 700 years ago decided to "do
his own thing."

By BILL SIEVERT
WASHINGTON - (CPS) The National Student Travel
Association (NSTA), formed by
the National Student Associaton
(NSA) to handle its travel
programs, has folded, casting
new doubts on the parent
organization's financial stability.
All commitments made by
the travel association beyond
the end of 1969 have been
severed as the American leader
in student overseas travel filed
for bankruptcy. While the
travel association was run
independently of NSA, it did

to have a "general admissions
average" (GAA) of 3.0 or
better. This figure would be
arrived at by using several
factors; the high school grade
point average (GPA); entrance
test scores; and a background,
motivation and persistance
average (BMPA) based on
interviews with the prospective
student. Letters of reference
would also play a role in
determining the GAA. Usually,
University of California students
need a high school GP A of 3.0
or better to be admitted.

jealuring
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Agency's Bankruptcy Casts Doubts Upon NSA's Financial Stability

elections. The analysis may be
included as a chapter of the
book.
During his sabbatical, Wolf

kapy karner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special roles for dissertotlons-requlred poper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other location~ in Win rock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

will continue two research
projects started last summer
while he was in England.
W o If was in England to
examine turnover of members
of the British cabinet,
answering questions such as
why members of Parliament
agree to be part of a cabinet,
why they .leave a cabinet, or
why they are reassigned to
different cabinet posts.
A second British political
study will examine Boundary
Commissions' reports and
problems of reapportioning
seats in the House of
Commons.
Wolf will attend the annual
meeting of the Rocky
Mountain Social Science
Association in in Colorado
Springs May 1-2 and its
executive council meeting Feb.
7 in Denver. He is
president·elect of the
association.
He is also a member of the
executive council of the
Western Political Science
Association and will attend the
association's annual meeting
April 2-4 in Sacramento, Calif.

Seven Albuquerque educators
are in McKeesport, Pa., this
school year participating in a
new educational program for
the disadvantaged.
. A similar program may be
implemented in Albuquerque
next September.
'l'he main focus of the
project, which is spread out
over much of the Pittsburgh
metropolitan area, is
improvement of educators who
are responsible for training
teachers.
Next in importance is
development of an educational
system in which a whole
community
including
students, parents, public school
teachers and administrators, and
professors both of education
and of subject matter areas will be involved.

Also
important in
Albuquerque would be training
of key school personnel to
change teacher attitudes,
particularly by developing
sensitivity to the culture of
inner-city people and an
understanding of how the
culture affects learning.
The Pennsylvania project is
jointly supported by the
University of P·ittsburgh,
Carnegie-Melon University in
Pittsburgh, and the U.S. Office
of Education. It is part of the
federal Training Teachers of
Teachers program (TTT).
Both the Albuquerque Public
Schools (APS) and UNM are
local participants. They have
submitted a proposal asking for
federal funds to assist financing
of a similar project here next
school year. The cost for the

Group Names Professor
For Geologic Presidency
Sherman A. Wengerd, professor of geology at UNM
has been nominated for president-elect of the American
Association of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG).
Wengerd's nomination was announced by the
15,000-member group's nominating committee. The
AAPG is the largest geological society in the world, and
is dedicated to advancement in both academic and
practical geology in energy fuel exploration.
The election for presidency will be held in 1970.
Under a revision in the group's 53-year-old charter the
president-elect will serve for one year, advancing
automatically to the president's post the following year.
Wengerd's opposition in the election will be John E.
Kilkenny, geological coordinator for the Union Oil
Company of California and vice president of A,i\PG last
year.
The UNM professor has been at the university since
1947 and won the AAPG presidential award in 1948.
He served as distinguished lecturer in 1950 and was
nationally elected editor of the organization in 1957. He
has been the New Mexico delegate to the business
committee of the group for the past several years.
Wengerd is former president of the AAPG-affiliated
Four Comers Geological Society and an honorary life
member of that group.

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

year would be over $250,000.
South District
The· proposal calls for
location of the project in the
APS South District, or the area
served by Rio Grande,
Albuquerque and Highland high
schools.
The McKeesport school
system recently was ordered to
eliminate school segregation
which had resulted from
concentration of blacks in parts
of the city.
The proposal submitted for
Albuquerque would provide
funds for staffing 18 classrooms
in South Albuquerque with
teams trained in the techniques
used in Pennsylvania. Included
would be student teachers,
graduate assistants, and
professional and para-profes·
sional educators.
Fellowships
Also financed would be
fellowships for faculty members
or students from UNM to
study at the University of
Pittsburgh and salaries for

half·time services of six UNM
faculty members.
While professors teaching in
subject matter areas, such as
English or history, are involved
in training teachers, the TTT
project is one of the first in
which they become · involved
formally.
The basic operating
committees would be site
committees formed around each
school at which TTT activities
take place. The membership of
each committee would include
at least the administrator, a
teacher, four students, and two
neighborhood representatives.
Members, who would have
decision -making responsibility,
would have daily contact with
the activities as well as the
neighborhood.
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HAVE YOU HAD ENOUGH
Housework?
Cooking?
Commuting?
Then Live at The College Inn
where we:
Cook your mea Is (c~oice of entrees, no limit).
2 Clean your room, make your bed, and furnish your linen.

SENIOR CLASS PICTURES
are now being taken for
the

free to
all Seniors

3 Provide parking facilities close to campus.
4 Have a good place to live with reaso~:~able policies and
competitive rates

Call277-57 43 to schedule
Pictures taken ~t the
UNM Photo Service
1820 Las Lomas

5 Offer lots of freedom and privacy.'

Name ~---~~------~·-~~
Address ------~~----~-~~-

COME BY AND LOOK US OVER

The College Inn
Unsurpassed for col leg~ living.

City
State -.------------~

303 Ash NE

Phone No. ~---------Age ~-~.~-~Year-~~-~--

...

which already handles the NSA
record and book clubs and
insurance program. Corker is
expected to go to work for
NAS.
Held Responsible
Students on some campuses
have charged that NAS mu;t
be he I d responsible for all
refunds on flights and tours
owed students by NSTA, since
it is connected in both
personnel and finances with
NSA and NSTA. NSA officers
also sit on the board of
directors of NAS.
Despite the bankruptcy
petition and despite some
student concern over refunds,
NSA remains publicly optimistic
about the future of its service
program.
Executive Vice President Jim
Sutton, who is in charge of
financial affairs, said NSA
should not los<;! any money in
the transfer of the travel
program from NSTA to NSA.
He said he does not know if
any money was lost by
students due to the switch.

'

Phone 243-2881
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Corporation Plans Complex
For Disadvantaged Groups
Cinelli also said McDonnell's
By SUE MAJOR
The Fir&t of Albuquerque corp oration would create a
Corporation plans to develop a needed labor force for
re&idential · training · industrial Albuquerque.
"This is a process of
complex for "de.fined
changing
unemployables into a
disadvantaged groups," including
labor
force,
whether for direct
addicts alcoholics, convicts, and
menta i patients, said Gerry employment by industry or in
McDonnell, president of the competition in sub-contracting
for them, It's reaching into the
proposed. corporation.
"As far as the actual area is flat unemployables and creating
concerned, it's a housing, a labor force for Albuquerque,"
recreation, shopping, and he said.
Mandatory
industrial complex. I wouldn't
McDonnell
said he is going
exactly call it a commune,"
said Eugene R. Cinelli, state to meet with the Employment
representative from the Mo~el Security Commission which
Cities area and consultant w1th -"will offer monies to
McDonnell's proposed companies who employ these
corporation with regard to the people to pay for some
percentage of their wages, some
physical planning,
Cinelli added he did not overhead costs, and support
know whether the complex services,''
"If Gerry (McDonnell) is
would be located in the Model
Cities area or in some other successful in obtaining money
from the people he is talking
part of the city.
A brief of the corporation to, then I think it is not only
states that plans call for the commendatory but also
corporation to be profitable mandatory that all community,
within eighteen months, and to civic, and political leaders· get
achieve that goal, "the behind this concept and push
corporation will call on major it financially, morally, or any
Albuquerque corporations to other way. The corporation is
furnish management know·how going to have people be
and sub-contract work for employable and acceptable
without taking on the cloak of
production goods."
a charity-type of thing," Cinelli
said.
"Whether or not it is
Need Glasses?
successful will depend on
Prescriptions filled-Repair service
people's support, not necessarily
financial. The conservatives say
-Free Glosses Adjustmentthey're tired of paying taxes
Complete Assortment of Frames
for welfare·type projects, Then
Filled to Your Prescription
this program they should really
endorse. It is trying to curb
Prescription Sunglasses
the amount of taxes put into
24 HOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE
this, and turn people into
taxpayers if if they can earn a
decent
wage," he added.
cAs~x
Cinelli said if everyone
Casey's Rexoll Drug Store
would reflect whether they,
255-6329
4312 Lomas NE
their family, or their friends

D£er1cAL

~ irage

Book II

are classified within this general
group, it "would strike home a
little stronger."
Save Millions
Hank Willis, manager of
Organizational Management and
Manpower Services at Sandia
Laboratories, said he would
suggest McDonnell serve as
sponsor for these people in
relation to their new employer,
He added the "biggest problem
is to get people who have been
classified as social problems to
think in terms of productive
workers."
James L. Evans, president of
EVCO, Inc., said his company,
whiCh is mainly in the business
of designing training and
educational materials, would
work with McDonnell's
corporation in adult basic
education using primarily
self-instructional and
motivational materials.
' "I see no reason in principle
why his proposed idea won't
work. There is enough social
awareness of the problems of
the disadvantaged, and
knowledge of training materials.
I think the time is right,"
Evans added.
"The idea is original and a
good one," said Lloyd Homme,
manager for research, Behavior
Systems Division of the
Westinghouse Learning
Corporation, who said he
would help the proposed
corporatim "on an informal
basis."
"If we can remove these
people from the public dole it
will save millions per year in
taxes," McDonnell said.
"These people are going to
be working, basically off the
tax roles, going to be
taxpayers, and in turn have the
opportunity of being full human
beings and citizens. What more
can we ask?" said Cinelli.

U Athletic Council
Will Study Policy

Has Split

(into 3 books)
Book I
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will include semester I news and will be
distributed the first part of January.
will include (first-half) semester II news and
will be distributed the middle of March.
Special feature: organizations.

Book III will include a summary of semester I-II news,
senior pictures and an overview of the year.
Distribution will probably be at the end of
May.

the

associated students bookstore
says

Merry Cliris!:ntaf
m

While the season of joy and
peace is upon us, we wish to
express our sincerest thanks to
all our raithful customers.

The University Athletic
Council has appointed a
student-faculty committee to
clarify and study its policy
pertaining to student
demonstrations at varsity sports
events.
Guidelines will be formulated
as to requirements which must
be met before any group
would be permitted to
demonstrate before games. ·The
committee will study the entire
Athletic Council policy and
attempt to clarify the wording
of unclear passages.
Professor Guido H. Daub,
Athletic Council chairman said,
"If anyone wants to
demonstrate during the
p re·game activities, they will
have to seek permission ahead
of time from the Athletic
Council."
Possible additional criteria
for permission to demonstrate
may be decided on the basis
of how many are involved in
the demonstration, . how much
time can be allotted, and what
time during the pre-game
activities is available for
demonstrations, Daub said.
After guidelines for future
policy are decided upon by the
committee, they will be
submitted to the Athletic
Council for approval.

The
. Enduring Navaho

NEW
MEXICO LOBO

WORLD NEWS
I
I

bombing m1ss1ons in Laos. By
official U,S, announcement,
CRYSTAL CITY, Tex. (UPI) these are against only the Ho
School superintendent John
Billings said today students still _ Chi Minh trail, over which
North Vietnam funnels supplies
marched outside the city's high to its forces in South Vietnam.
school and Fry Junior High
School in a boycott of classes The trail runs through Laos.
But there have been
that began last Tuesday and he
continued
charges that U.S.
does not see an end to it.
planes
also
bomb Pathet Lao
"I just don't know," he
North Vietnamese
troops
and
said. "The school board made
in support of
troops
in
Laos
a proposal to meet unofficially
the
Pathet
Lao.
with the parents last Friday,
Black Curfew
but the students turned the
CHICAGO (UPI) - A group
offer down. They said they
were running it and not the of Negro activists Monday
parents,"
declared a 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
Billings said 500 to 600 "curfew" for whites in black
students boycotted classes smce neighborhoods in response to
the first day and there has the slaying by police of two
been no letup. Many of the Black Panther leaders.
students, leaving class in protest
Mayor Richard J. Daley,
of alleged discrimination, picket saying "no one has the
the school buildings with signs authority to take the law into
of protest.
his own hands," predicted the
"I understand they had a move would fail.
rally down town yesterday and
"I don't think there will be
a march downtown," Billings a curfew," the mayor told a
said. "They're still marching news conference. "Nobody has
here, This effects only our the power to enforce it."
junior high and high school."
The Rev. C.T. Vivian, a
Billings said there are about leader of the Coalition for
700 students in the city's high United Community Action, said
school.
the death of Black Panther
He said the boycott began leaders Fred Hampton and
when the school board refused Mark Clark in a Dec. 4 police
to act on a list of grievances weapons raid had united the
presented by Mexican-American city's black community against
students last month.
what he called "a campaign to
The students wanted classes oppress, suppress and repress
in Mexican-American culture, a black people."
day off for Mexican
"Effective immediately a 6
Independence Day Sept. 16 and p.m. to 6 a.m. curfew is
dhe right to elect their own established for all whites in the
cheerleaders.
black community," a statement
read by Vivian at a news
conference said.
Ban Ground Troops
"No whites will be
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The permitted to enter the black
Senate, fearing the United community for any reason
States could be drawn into during those hours and all
"another Vietnam," voted whites inside the black
72-17 Monday after a secret community must leave by the
three-hour debate to bar 6 p.m. deadline.'.!.
American combat troops from
The statement also said a
Laos and Thailand.
black tribunal will be
"One Korea is more than "convened to try Negro judges,
enough; one Vietnam is more policemen, politicians and any
than enough," Senate other individuals who have ·been
Democratic I eader Mike and who are presently
Mansfield said before the cooperating with the forces of
Senate voted to attach the power in this city to the
restriction to a bill detriment of black people."
appropriating $69.3 billion for
Vivian also announced there
the Defense Department,
would be a black investigation
Sen. Allen J. Ellender, of the "murders" of Hampton
D·La., managing the and Clark and that policemen
appropriations bill, disclosed operating in
black
that it earmarked $90 million neighborhoods will be watched
to support American activities by community residents.
in Laos. This was 16.7 percent
Chicago Seven
more than last year, he said.
CHICAGO (UPI) - An art
The United States has
acknowledged that the U.S. Air professor testified Monday that
Force bombs infiltration routes "blood started pouring and
through Laos, but has denied people fell to the ground"
that any U.S. forces are when police cleared Lincoln
participating in the fight Park of hippies, yippies and
between the American-backed other demonstrators on the eve
royal Laotian army and . the of the Democratic National
Communist-backed Pathet Lao. Convention.
The testimony was given by
As adopted, th~ proVISion
took note of President Nixon's Mrs. Bruce Migdal, who said
declarations about U.S. she served with first aid forces
involvement in Laos and read.: attached to the antiwar groups
"In line with the expressed who clashed with police during
intention of the President of the 1968 convention.
Mrs. Migdal, an assistant
the United States, none of the
funds appropriated by this act professor of art at Chicago's
shall be used to finance the Malcolm X College, said she
introduction of American ground was standing with a group of
combat troops into Laos or doctors in a "hospital area" in
Thailand."
the park when a line of police .
Thus, it avoided dealing with moved
in
to
oust
questions raised by American demonstrators.

Chicano Boycott
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Sixteen one-hour courses will be available next S€,mester on a variety
of topics. Grading system: student earns "A" or "Pass" or "Fail. 11 "Pass" and
"Fail" do not enter into grade·poinr computation. Class size: 15 students
per course. Open to any full·time undergraduate student. No prerequisites.
Sp13cial pre-registration on Satur'day, January 17, 1970, at 9:00
a,m.-12 noon, first come, first served. Priorities for enrollment are available
on Jan. 5 for students who signed petition for student-initiated course and
for certain students enrolled in General Ho,t1ors program.
Full brochure listing and describing courses is now avaifable at ·
U.S.P. Office, the Honors Center/ Zimmerman Library. Inquire In person or
by phone: 277-2201 or 277-2900.
·

Lobo Special -LAS
CRUCES, N.M. - The Lobo
basketball team arrived in Las
Cruces. at 8:00 last night, an
hour behind schedule,
The hour delay came · at the
El Paso airport when Rick
Wright, a sophomore milking
his . first varsity trip, lost his,
bag s"omewhere between
Albuquerque and El Paso and
airline officials were unable to
locate it. The bag contained
Rick's personal items, not his
game uniform, so he will be
ready for action tonight.
The winner of tonight's
game will win the Absurd Lou
Henson Travelling Trophy.
Purchased by Las Cruces

Page 7

businessmen two years ago, tbe
two and a half foot trophy
goes to the team which wins
the game played between the
two rivals at Las Cruces.
Although it is called the
Travelling Trophy, the
businessmen never i:ntended it
to travel. The Lobos, however,
have won it twice during its
two year existence in upsets
over the Aggies, 71·64 in 1968,
and 86·66 in 1969.
This year's Aggie edition is
the strongest in three years and
this year's Wolfpack appear to
be the weakest during the same
span. The Lobos, a far better
team than their 2-2 record
indicates, are consensus
15-point underdogs,
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If a team ever appeared to Aggies already vindicated the
be fat, happy, and ripe for an defeat in th~ Arena last year
upset, it is tonight's Aggies, (which was the Aggies second
The Lobos are already straight loss) by overpowering a
concentrating on ton~ht's game fired up Lobo team last
and will probably be psyched Monday night, 90•83.
out of their heads by
When the Lobos made a
game time.
mockery of the sixteen game
ALBUQUERQUE
Last win streak last year, they did
year when the Lobos defeated it right by crushing the startled
the Aggies in the Pan American Aggies with an auspicious
Center to break up an twenty point margin. This year
undefeated season, the Aggies' the Aggies have a shot at the
record was 16·0. The Lobos national cha~pionship and it is
will be happy to bNak up a doubtful that Henson is going
mere 6-0 string tonight.
to let a relatively weak Lobo
But no doubt Lou Henson club make shambles of this year's
and his Las Cruces crusade<'S goal without a struggle.
will remember that day in
early February and will have
Good Road Trip
revenge on their minds. The
The Aggies return to the
friendly confines of the Pan
Am Center after a successful
road trip that embarrassed
three WAC teams on their
home courts. The Aggies beat
\HE....
New Mexico, Brigham Young,
, and Arizona State all in WAC
playgrounds, a feat that
conference teams find difficult.
Coach . Bob King held a
Sunday workout in preparation
to the rematch tonight. The
team left the Albuquerque
Sunport at 5:00 p.m. yesterday
. and flew to El Paso. They will
hold a short workout this
afternoon to ·get familiar with
the surroundings and also the
Aggies' panel floor.
Willie

scanning
the scene

Intramural
Basketball

'.By PAUL FlECK
Asst. Spqrts Editor

Tournament Quarter-Finals

It was the Lobo's intention there about a minute when an
to give the intramural official informed me that I
basketball tournament, currently could not stay on the floor
underway, full coverage because I had hard soled shoes
including game stories for each on. Explaining my purpose for
contest and also box scores. being there fell on deaf ears.
Unfortunately, we were not
The official's sentiment was
able to do this last night.
echoed by Intramural Director
Followers of the intramural Dr. David Hunt, who made it
tournament will have to settle his business to enforce the
for the game scores printed in gymnasium rules. Angry but
the next column. the reason willing to comply, I replaced
we were not able to give the my shoes with the tennis shoes
tourney the intended coverage from my gymbag and returned
is the purpose of this column, to the scorekeeper's side.
which is occupying the space
To my amazement, I was
that our page plan had again asked to leave, this time
earnu~rked for intramurals.
because I had long pants on.
Being a participant in one Not seeing how my pant.~
of the first games played last could possibly hurt a gym
night, I was able to get the floor that is exposed to
facts about that game and the registration, concerts, and other
one played simultaneously. activities, I pleaded my case to
After compiling the box scores Dr. Hunt. But Dr. Hunt
for theses games I went to the obviously felt that my
locker room to shower and arrogance merited a physical
returned to the gym floor in · threat and he did not hesitate
street clothes to observe the to do exactly that. He also
remaining two games on the told me that obeying these
schedule.
regulations was more important
Since I am not familiar with than me getting to see the
the names of players on all the
teams, I stood next to the
~corekeeper
to see who was
who on the court. I had been

~
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Wolfpack Tries Aggies Again Tonight

.......................................................................................................................................................................... ~

~
We will be open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
on the following days:
: ··=necember 22, 23, 26,' 29, 30 and January

Tuesday, December 15, 1969

104 BEER

•
~

•

•

SHOP NU,I IN Tffh
~AMOVS

~

Every Wed. 5-6 PM

~

Piua Slices 15¢

PUIO MARKET'S

Tournament Semi-Finals
Tomo!T<lil'
6:45
Pi Kappa Alpha vs. Phi Delta Thein.
7:45 ~
Si"ma. Alpha Epsilon vs. Lav.r School
Tournament games Wednesday and
Thuraday night will be played in the
tn.nin arena. of Johnson Gym ... Admis ...
sion is free. The finals will be played
Thursday night nt 7 :45 nnd the c<ins<>lntion game will be nt 5 :1,5,

LOOK YOUR
BEST!

RENT
A
TUX I

COPPER BY BRICITO
RE'rABLOS AND BUL.TOO BY
. ELEANORA.
SYMBOLS GALORE/

I
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~.......................................................................................................,............................................................................................J
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We service all types of automatic and standard transmissions.
Differential and clutch work available.
Hours: 7 a.m.-6 p.m. daily
7 a.m.-1 p.m. Saturday

1805 lomas N.E,

..

51

~
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fish that

catches
people...

COAT and
TROUSERS

$6.50

$10.00

It's deep·fried, golden·brown
filet of ocean fish . . • slipped
into a warm, freshly baked roll
and topped with smooth, tangy
tartar sauce. Irresistible. Try it
today:

McDonakl'l\ q; your kind of plac~:
SAN PEDRO & MENAUL, N.E.
SAN PEDRO & LOMAS, N.E•

FIRST aild GOLD
247

,

• Budget Terms (W.A.C.)---·==--~-

McDonnlds Ftlet·O·Fish

HAN:1 WROUGHT BRASS AND

~

BANKAMERICARD.

.

Includes, shirt
Cummerbund,
, Suspenders,
Hondkerchief,
' Studs, Cuff·
lfnks, Tie and
Bouttonnlere.

OKIE'S

~

Regular $28 service now $19.95 for UniversirY
students and staff. This coupon also entitles students and sta.ff to a special discount on all parts
a•nd service.

Higi1 Scorers: Phi DeIts-Bob Trainor
14, .Tack Daum 1!. Alvnradt>-Chnrlcy
Ccrtco; 12, Dale Muddett 9
LAW StlHOOL 35, SIGMA CHI 34
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 62, INDE·
PENDENTS 25

COMPLETE
OUTFIT

~

I
I Coli
1st
I
SPECIAL RESEAL SERVICE
I Remove, Dismantle, and Thorough Inspection
I
I
I $19.95
I with this ad
1
One Day Service
II
• Free Customer Towing
Q

PI KAPPA ALPHA 50. PUEBLO 43
Hnlltimc: Pi Knppa Alpha 25, Pueblo 14
High Seorcrs: }likea-Dob Ortiz 21.
Uocky Lon..- 13. Pueblo-Ray Wogan
22, Rod Osborne 13
PHI DELTA THETA 47, ALVAUADO 46
Halftime: Phi Dell.a Thein. 25, Alvnrndo
1'(

superb effort against the Texas
Tech Red Raiders, will have
the pressure on his shoulders
again to offset the awesome
height and ability of the two
Aggie giants, Sam Lacey and
Jeff Smith. Dave Culver did a
good job against Lacey Monday
night and "held" him to 19
points.
Roadrunner Starts
Senior guat•d Charley Criss
will probably still be out of
action with an injury that has
sidelined him for the past four
Aggie games. The guard duties
fall into the hands of flashy
sophomore Milton (Roadrunner)
Horne. The other starters ' will
be John Burgess and Jimmy
Collins, who scored 26 points
against the Wolfpack in the
Arena.
Coach Bob King is expected
to go with his regular starting
five with John Somogyi ready
to come off the bench. Long
will be at center; Howie
Grimes and Culver at the
forwards; Ron Becker at the
wing; and Petey Gibson at the
point.
The attraction of the Lobos
at the Pan American Center
will probably fill the structure
for the first time this year.
The Aggies have not been able
to fill the 13,222 capacity
arena yet by playing Oklahoma
Christian, Wichita State, and.

5324 4Tii ST., N.W.

·-

. '•

------

'-----------···~·
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Fulbright Awards
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Toads

Observatory

The
New
Mexic;o
Herpetological Society ·will
sponsor a lecture on New
Mexico reptiles today.
Kirk P, Jones will speak on
"The Toads of New Mexico"
at 8 p . m. in the Biology
Building, Room 139. There will
be refreshments served and the
public is welcome.

The Graduate Student
Association will meet tonight in
Room 129 of the Union at
7:30 p.m.

T\J.e campus observatory of
the department of physics and
Astronomy at UNM will be
open to the public Tuesday,
Dec. 16 from 7 to 10 p.m.
Located just north of Lomas
Blvd., on Yale Blvd., the
observatory was first used by
the department in 1963 and
includes a 15-inch reflecting
telescope.
In addition to being used at
public viewings, the observatory
is also used by astronomy
classes at UNM.
Dr. David King, assistant
professor of physics and
astronomy, said he hopes the
observatory will be able to be
opened to the public once a
month.
Children under 12 years old
should be accompanied by an
adult.

Hindi Movie

Vacancies

Poll Workers
All poll workers for
tomorrow's student elections
will meet in room 231-D today
at 8 p.m. All students
interested in working are
requested to attend.

GSA Meeting

A Hindi Movie titled "Batt
Ek Rathki" (a word in the
night) will be presented by the
Indo-American Association
tomorrow at UNM.
The English subtitled movie
will be shown in the
Anthropology auditorium
Wednesday at 7 p.m. There
will be an admission fee of 75
cents.

There are vacancies on
several student government
committees open to applications
from interested students.
The following committees
have one vacancy each: Campus
Safety Committee; Continuing
Education Committee;
University Committee on
Human Subjects; Intramural and
Recreation board; New Mexico

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate i& reduced to lie
Per word nnd the minimum number of
words to 10.

WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
159, afternoons preferably or mail.

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion oi advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

STOP in and disco\•cr a friendly .service
station with protessionaHsm. New car
Wtlrranty service by master maintenance
procedures. Triple Gold Bond Stamps
commencing Dec. 16. Churk Paul (UNM)
·ass't. manngcr~ Rn.y's ENCO, Lomas and
Wnshington, 268-8403. 12/17
DEADLINE for inserting classified 3 :30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
·
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your
headquarters !or groovy Leather Pants,
Fringe Jnckets, FrJnge Vests, nnd
Fringe Hnndbngs. 243-7909.
NEED A RIDE HOME for the ChristmBS
holidays? Find one with the Lobo ClnSBIfied Ads.
SENIOR-Be sure to have your class picture taken for the Mirage. No charge-three poses, three prints. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service. Cnll 277-ii743 to
schedule.
THUNDERBIRD CONTRIBUTORS: You
may pick up all written material nt tbc
T-hird office, rm. 158 Journalism building from now until Dec. 18th.
THUNDERlliRD ART CONTRIBUTORS:
You may pick up all art work nt nn.
205-B Journalism building from now
until Dec. 18th. Rm. 205-B is open 9
a.m. -4 p.m.
TODAY'S BOUTIQUE with yesterday's
tare for guys and gals. Chameleon. 1820
Central SE. 12/16
DANCE, MIME, Sensitivity Training
rlnsscs. Begin anytime. 525 W cllcsley
SE. 256-ll141. 112/19
DO YOU BITE your nails? Would you
like to stop 1 A limited number <>i people arc being accepted in an experiment
to stop nail biting. Under the auspices
oi UNM Psychology Dept. Call Mr.
Stephen, 277-2103 for appointment. 1/5

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Cute Chihuahua puppy on campus. Call 2684!~80. 12/18

3)

SERVICES

BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
•orvicc in the lobby of the SUB for
your lost items.
COLLEGE INN Barbershop: Styling, reg-

nylon-$7.00; also one small wooden art
cnse--$1.50. Call niter 9 p,m, daily or
all day weekends 265-6548.
1965 'rRIUMPH HAROLD 1200 convertible, $800, Call Donna 242-5H3,, 5-U
p.m. 12/16
PIANO: used Baldwin Acrosonic; bench:
mahogany cnbinct; superior tone. 898 ..
3730. 12/16
1964 CHEVY CARRYALL, $1000; 1964
DodJ:c, ::i ton piekup, 4 sp~cd, 8 cylin·
der, $750. S77·3855. 12/16
SCIENTISTS-ENGINEf:RS: Bookg from
the JPL Library at Cal Tech. Casa
Grande Bool<Jltore, 3110 J<;dith NE. 12/16
EICO 40 vr·ntt stereo amplifier~ new
guarantee, $94.00. 2Gfi·fi211. 12/10
MORANTZ preamplifier, $Ui0, Dyna<o 120
amplifier 313(}-both like now, 29R-0375
or 277-4447. 12/16
PUPPIEs-very mixed breed, but fat and
happy. ~- each to good homes. Call
242-8914 uflcr 6 p.m.
FOR CHRISTli!AS 1962 Flat 1200 "Spy.
dcr." Great shape. S~90. 265-6129. 12/16
12 WATT AMP, EICO AM/l<'M tuner,
Electro voice speaker, $60. 2~6-7288.
12/19
FIREWOOD FOR SALE, University students. 268-8089 or 243-4892 after G
p.m. 6 p.m. 12/19
TWO AR2nx speakers: Excellent condit;on, still under warranty, Both $160.
299-5692. 1/5
1963 CHEVY II Nova. convertible. New
top. R, ht stnndard transmission. Excellent condition. $400. 242-5100, 1/5

6)

EMPLOYMENT

INTERESTED ln saving and making
money? Call Gary G!Despie--243-0996.

FORRENT

HOUSE !''OR RENT, ncar U., 8 bedroom,
den, fireplace, car-pet and drapes, ChU·
dren, pets okay. $190/mo. 268-5972. 1/5

5)

FORSALE

1962 VOLKSWAGEN in very good shape.
1604 Lend SE. Apt. A. 12/18
FIREWOOD for sale, University Students,
268-8089 or 243-4892, After 6:00 p.m.

~ GPEEIIIHIIV
~PHINTINII
for the
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Monday~ January 12
United States Air Force Recruiting, Qffi..
cers Training Program-All majors
The Hartford Insurance Group-Business
Administration, Liberal Arts
Tuesday, J anunry 1~_
United States Air Force Recruiting, Offi·
ccrs Training Program-All majors
Argonne National Laboratm:;y--Chem.,
Math, Physics, Nuc.E, ME, ChE, EE (BS,
MS, PhD)
Pan American World Airways-All maJors for full-time International Flight
Stewardesses
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday,
January 14, 15, and 16, 1970
Albuquerque Public Schools, Albuquerque,
N.M.-All Lovels
Thursday, .Tnnuary 15, 1970
Public Schools of the District of Columbia, Wash., D.C.-All Levels
Albuquerque Public Schools, Albuquerque,
N.M.-Ail Levels
Friday; January 16, 1970
Dallas County Junior College District,
Dallas, Texas-All Areas and Administrative Positions
Albuquerque Public Schools, Albuquerque,
N.M.-Ail Lovcls

Math Lecture
P.K. Pathak, University of
Illinois mathematics professor,
will address a UNM Department
of Mathematics colloquium
Thursday, 3:30 p.m., in room
104 of Marron Hall,
Double Feature

Latin Studies
Martin C. Needler, director
of the
Division of
Inter-American Affairs at UNM,
will prepare a report on Latin
American studies programs in
the 220 U.S. colleges offering
such programs.
The study is being made at
the request of the Latin
American Studies Association
and the report will be
presented at the association's
national meeting in April in
Washington, D.C.
Needler has received a
sabbatical leave for the spring
semester for this and other
projects. During the spring he
will also complete the
manuscript for a book on
Mexican society and politics, a
project assisted by the Ford
Foundation.

Plus

LAID AN EGG? NEED $$$
We Buy Musical Instruments and Other Items

FLY NOW
PAY LATER
Call 265-4675 For Show Time>

Bkl~aclb.
200 Central S.E.

liL1l!ll:i:IUIIJ:IC~!I::iTI!Jlli]!;!I:Lil::i!i::n:tli::ii:J:Ii11Ei::!l;!:i::EE~iCl:ilc:J
Tuesday, Dec. lG
Student GO\"ernment; Union; Room 23tA:
3 p.m.

A WS Constitutional Revision Committee:
Union, Uoom 230; 3:30 p,m.
Graduate Stodent A~EoeJation: Union,
Room 129; 7:30 p.m.
Chaaka: Union, Room 250B; 7:30 p.m.
Sennte Finance Committee; Union. Room
230; 7:30 p.m.
Election l'oll Workers; Union, Room
231D; 8 p.m.
Herpetological Society; Biology.. Room
139: 8 p.m.
FelJQ'I.VBhip o£ Chri:.;tinn Athletes; Union,
Room 250D; 9 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 17
Student Senate el~ttonn; various ]oen..
!Ions: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Mb\'ie, ·~natt Ek n.athki"'j Anthropolog)"
lecture room; 'I p.m. 7G cents.
THEA: Home Economics. Buildinm 7:30
p.m.

SENIOR CLASS PICTURES
are now being taken for

MIRAGE 70
1

Pictures taken at the
UNM PHOTO SERVICE
1820 Las lomas

RENT-A-TV
$1.00 a day
:Free Pick Up And Service
No Dcpooit
Lower Monthlv Rate

Call 277-5743 to schedule
Pictures are free to all
Seniors

Buck's TV Rentals
268-458~

Color Available

and

The ASUNM Senate voted yesterday
to strip the cheerleaders of all funds and
to order Rally Committee to "formulate
the structure for a new (cheerleaders)
organization."
Meeting in emergency session the
Senate passed two bills and one
resolution, all of which were directed
toward the cheerleaders. The Senate also
approved the appointment of Ross Perkal
as the ASUNM Attorney General.
Immediately following the special
session ASUNM President Ron Curry
signed both bills.

Least Expensive
Qyality Duplicating

Consider Alternative

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

4, For Rent

of
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"The Faste~t Press in the West"

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING

"11.)3 Dartmouth, S.E.

for

The Nearest Location
ENCLOSED$_ _ __
On Jobs Over $20.00

"Won't Move
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JCJcob's Tent

Photo by Leonard Lujan

Unconvincing

This unfocused Christmas
tree does its best to inform
UNM students that the season
to be jolly is supposed to be
here.

GSA Will l-lold Elections
At Student Regist:rat:ion

The Graduate Student
Association (GSA) last night
tentatively adopted a plan to
hold elections for GSA
president and vice president
during registration for the
spring semester.
Under the plan considered
last night graduates students
will vote for the top two
members of the GSA
government as they pass
through the registration line in
the Administration Building.
Voting will be conducted on
Feb, 3 and 4 for regular
registration and again on Feb.
12 for late registrants.
·
Voting procedures for
Medical and Law School
students who do not pass
through the registration line in
the administration building will
be decided later.
The offices o£ GSA
president and vice president are
open to all graduates who have
"earned at least six graduate
credit hours in residence at
UNM and have attended UNM
at least one full academic
semester immediately prior to
the election," according to
GSA by-laws.
Graduate students desiring to
run for one of these two
offices can pick up an
application form from the
ASUNM government secretary
on the second floor of the
Union during the period Jan.
12-14. No date h:.~s been set
for the completion of the
application blanks.
In addition to completing an
application, candidates must
also submit platform statements'
which will be distributed by
the GSA elections committee
~·
prior to the election.
Iri other action last night
the GSA Council referred to
the GSA cabinet a proposal
which would' prohibit the UNM
Members of a fine art class sew together the sections of a GSA from joining any national
multicolored tent for God knoW!l what purpose. This enterprise association of graduate student
'occupies floor spaqe in the Fine Arts building.
· governments.

He added if the Senate failed to pass
the bill taking away the cheerleaders'
money, they might eventually have to
consider abolishing the cheerleaders
entirely.
The cheerleaders are "quite capable of
functioning for the rest of the year
without our (ASUNM's) financial
backing," Curry said.
Curry's comments came after Polly
Page had earlier said, "I can't see any
reason at all to punish them by taking
away their funds and have them sit
there for the rest of the year and not
be able to operate."
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See Your Phone Book

Free Pickup & Deli'very

Senate's action in effect means the
cheerleaders must operate without funds
for the remainder of the year. That
decision, however, could be overturned
by the next session of the Senate when
it convenes in January.
Jack Hunstman, who argued against
passage of all three pieces of legislation,
called the Senate's action in stripping the
cheerleaders of their funds "unethical."
The action "takes the court's prerogative
away," he said.
"I'll agree 100 percent that they (the
cheerleaders) misspent their money but it
should go through the court first,"
Huntsman said.

Next Year

"All it says is we are telling the
Rally Committee to start figuring out
what can be done next year," she said.
That bill and the bill stripping the
cheerleaders of their funds were passed
by 12-1 and 9-3 votes, respectively.
Last month the Senate had given
the cheerleaders a $250 allocation and a
$250 loan. Last week, however, they
passed another bill requiring the
immediate return of $150 of the
allocation on the grounds the
cheerleaders had illegally spent that much
of an earlier allocation.
Under the terms of the bill passed

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

No Funds

Frank Lihn, who co-sponsored the
bills along with Senators Heide, Doug
Mac Curdy, and Robert Speer, told the
Senate, however, that "the Senate court
won't move until the Senate does
something."
"I don't see how this has anything to
do with the court case," Mrs. Heide
added.
Curry also told the Senate, "I have
spent more time worrying about the
cheerleaders than anything else since I
came into office, which · is kind of
disgusting."

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
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yesterday, the Senate allocated $61.45 to
''Rally Committee for the UNM
cheerleaders. This money shall be used
to pay all debts incurred by them before
5 p.m. Dec. 15, 1969. Their account in
the (Union) business office shall thus
read $0 and (be) closed."

The resolution, which was passed on
an 8-4 vote, asks the Student Court "Go
resolve the case of Sam Johnson vs. the
cheerleaders before Dec. 19, 1969." The
Court had previously decided it would
not hear the case until at least Jan. 6.
The delay was caused by the recent
resignation of Barney Paternoster as
attorney general. The ASUNM
Constitution requires the attorney general
to provide the counsel for student
government agencies when they are
brought 'before the court. Perkal will
now act as counsel for the cheerleaders.
In arguing for passage of bill number
56, which requires, "The ASUNM Rally
Committee be instructed to research and
re-evaluate the rules under which the
cheerleaders presently operate, to
formulate the structure for a new
organization, and to draw up a new
constitution for that body," Senator
Sandra Heide said it was not directed
against the present group of cheerleaders.
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ASU NM Senate Passes Bill
Stripping Yell Squad Funds

Resolve Case

.
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Senate Meeting
There will be an emergency
meeting of the Senate this
afternoon at 3 :30 to consider
the appointment of Ross Perkal
as ASUNM Attorney General.
ASUNM President Ron Curry
will also ask the Senate to
consider emergency legislation
concerning the cheerleaders and
two appointments to the
All-University Governance
Committee.

Recruiters representing the following
companies or agencies will viait the Center
to interview Candidates for positions:

1/14

LOTUS CORTINA. DOHC 4, dual wcbers,
rebuilt eng_ihe and tranamiss:ion, radio,
heater. Bea~ ol)'er. 344-7812.
BLACK PERSIAN LAMB short co!lt. In
good condition. Inquire at 242-1557.

ONE l'UREBRED WHIPPET female
puppy with papers nild shots, $4~.00.
Call 265-6548.
TWO SPAULDING Pancho Gonzales ten•
nls rackets: one atrung with tournament
gu!r-$16.{)0; one strung with heavy duty

Union Board; Radio Board;
Library Committee; and the
Scholarships, Prizes, and Loans
Committee. The High School
Relations Committee has 2
vacancies.
Applications for these
positions can be obtained from
the Student Government
Secretary, second floor of the
Union.

NEED SHARP HOMEWORKERS who ean
think and type. $1.50 Per ht.ur plus
incentives. 296-5982. 12/15
JlABY SITTER! Tuesday and Thul'l!dey
!1 am.. to 5:30 am. plus occasional other
days and nights. Three blkB, to University, own transportation. Must be
very patient. Prefer married student.
$5~ per mo. 877-6692. 12/17

ular euts, razor cuts, Jong hair welcome.

243-0003, 12/16
FOUND: Cute Chihuahua pUppy on cam·
pus. Call 268-8380. 12/18

4)

Recruiting U

CaiTlpus ·Briefs

Additional awards under the
Senior Fulbright-Hays Program
are being offered for the
following countries: Barundi, El
Salvador, Finland, France,
Germany, Honduras, Iceland,
Ireland, Italy, Nicaragra!
Pakistan, Peru, Senegal, Somah
Republic, Spain, Turkey, United
Kingdom and Zambia.
For further information
contact OIPS extension 4005.

NE\1\1
MEXICO

Also referred to the cabinet
was a bill to establish a
student research allocations
fund. The fund, if established,
would be used to "encourage
students at both the graduate
and undergraduate level to
pursue independent research, to
alleviate the heavy financial
burden upon students who are
not involved in sponsored
research, and to improve the
quality of non-sponsored
research."
Bill Turner, sponsor of the
bill, proposed financing for the
fund come from both the GS:A
and ASUNM. He added,
however, that proposal is "only
tentative" since the GSA
budget is unclear at this time.

Budget Requests
Due by February
Budget requests for all
chartered organizations must be
turned in to the ASUNM office
by Feb. 10, 1970, at 5 p.m.
The recommended ASUNM
Budget for 1970·71, to be
presented to the Student
Senate no later than March,
1970, will be based solely on
individual budget requests.
'-4
Student Senate will designate
a date to begin budget . '
hearings, to be conducted by
the Finance Committee. All
organizations must appear·
before the committee.
All
the chartered
organizations • which did not
receive budget requests can
pick them up at the Student
Government Offices in the
Union, phone 4016.
Any questions concerning
budget requests should be
directed to Steve 'Terry,
DeVargas Hall, Room 2·401,
phone 5698, or Ron Curry,
ASUNM president, Student
Government Offices, Union.

